


OUR 
MISSION
Building Beats is a
non-profit organization that
develops and expands
DJ and music education
programs that teach
entrepreneurial, leadership,
and life skills.



OUR 
VISION
We envision a world
where any individual,
regardless of their origin,
can pursue their passion
and build a career out of it.

We want to empower
individuals to become
creative producers that will
benefit their community while
leading fulfilling lives.



THE MYTH OF CREATIVITY



CREATIVITY CAN AND SHOULD BE NURTURED

JOB DISPLACEMENT
Up to one third of the global 
workforce could be replaced by job 
automation by 2030.¹

LACK OF ARTS FUNDING
As of 2017, 28% of schools in New York City 
lack even one full-time, certified arts 
teacher.²

INNOVATION
Skills like innovation and 
design-thinking are 
increasingly sought after 
across all industries and job 
markets.

¹McKinsey Global Institute: Workforce Transitions in a Time of Automation, 2017
²NYC State of the Arts Report, 2017









OUR IMPACT:
- 3,000+ youth served at 

70+ sites in all 5 
boroughs since 2013.

- Facilitated 2,000 hours 
of music programming 
in the 2017-18 school 
year.

- Alumni have performed 
at Carnegie Hall, the 
Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, Brooklyn 
Borough Hall, and other 
venues.



Today’s Agenda

- Introduction to Building Beats
- The Building Beats Toolbox: Bring Music 

Production to Your Classroom
- Tool #1: Incredibox
- Tool #2: Splice
- Tool #3: Soundtrap

- Share Out
- Making Broader Connections
- Wrap Up



The Building Beats Toolbox



TOOL #1: Incredibox



TOOL #1: Incredibox

Key Concepts:

- introduces a basic language around music production

- is game-like, unlock secret videos

- desktop or iOS-based

- simple transport controls: mute, solo, delete

- loops: what are they?

- the importance of “early wins” in building creativity



TOOL #2: Splice Beatmaker



TOOL #2: Splice Beatmaker

Key Concepts:

- very simple timeline-based DAW*

- swap sounds and instruments

- introduces gridlines and early concepts of tempo, counting music 

(beats/bars), simple arrangement

“cool” sounds

- like Incredibox, you can edit and remix pre made tracks, but also make 

your own

- many kids will start patterns by visual cues instead of audio cues, 

that’s okay



TOOL #3: SoundTrap



TOOL #3: SoundTrap
Key Concepts:

- most modern/advanced of the tools we’ll use today, but easy to 
get started

- first tool that allows for arrangement and external sounds to be 
used

- expansive search modes
- allows for collaboration between students
- teacher management tools
- using loops vs creating original patterns
- tutorials!



Broader Connections

- Case Study: Building Beats + To Kill A Mockingbird
- Creative confidence, risk taking, and collaboration are 

transferable and necessary skills
- SEL Competencies: 

- Self-awareness
- Self-management
- Social Awareness
- Relationship Skills
- Responsible Decision-Making

- All can be incorporated into a music making/music 
experimentation lesson with these free online tools



Wrap Up!

These tools and more can be found at 

www.buildingbeats.org/toolbox or click ‘Learn!’

Which tools might you try in your classroom?

http://www.buildingbeats.org/toolbox

